
Mr. Benyamin Netanyahu                                                                                                           1.02.2014
Prime Minister of Israel
Prime Minister's Office
Jerusalem

Dear Prime Minister: 
                                   RE: Project of vital importance
I am  an Israeli citizen, an independent researcher, currently a pensioner, 78.  I apply to you with a 
project of vital importance for the destiny of the Jewish people. 

As the current development of the situation about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict suggests, the  Jewish 
population  of  Israel can well expect in the future either a civil war or perhaps a new catastrophe. 
Although Israel has one of the best armies and armaments in the world, any thoughtful politician could 
say in this respect that it would be impossible to rely infinitely only on the army: it would be necessary 
to come to terms with the Arab and Palestinian population and the neighbors, irrespective of whether 
the currently preferred solution to the conflict is one state or two states. 

If you accept this point, the question arises: How to come to terms? By a gradual reform of the present 
ultra-nationalistic ideology of both societies through the reform of science, philosophy, religion and 
education; I have already got a blue-print for such a reform and actually started it.  The ideological 
reform is certainly a long and difficult way but there is no other way for survival. It is not my idea, it is 
the true scientific solution to the problem. Such a reform would be very much beneficial for every 
section of society, especially for young generation. In practical terms, it would be necessary to establish 
a Middle East Reform Center (MERC) or something like that to coordinate the reform. 

In this connection would you please take urgent measures to provide me with a small office to prepare 
the MERC program, and the proper accommodation in Tel Aviv to do the job, because at present I live 
in conditions inappropriate for the above purpose. Please find more information on the matter in the 
papers enclosed.

Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD (ID 310295142)
51/512 Hativat Carmeli Street, Haifa 32629
For correspondence: P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003
Tel/fax: 04-822-1997; mobile: 0547-856-170
E-mail: info@reformscience.org

Enclosure: 
(1) my letter to you, 31.03.13: http://kvisit.com/SjZ30Ag;
(2) my letter to Mr. Andersen, 23.01.14, attached;
(3) my letter to Mr. Standley, 16.01.13, attached. 
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